Abstract. It is a well-known problem that F { the polymorphic lambda calculus F extended with subtyping { does not provide so-called polymorphic updates, and that the standard PER model for F does not provide interpretations for these operations. The polymorphic updates are interesting because they play an important role in some type-theoretic models of object-oriented languages. We present an extension F width of system F with a restricted form of subtyping { width-subtyping { on record types, that does provide these operations. The main result is that we show it is still possible to give a PER model for this system.
Introduction
There have been many attempts to model object-oriented languages in typed lambda calculi (see for instance CW85], many of the papers in GM94], FM94], or AC96]). The type systems used for these object models are usually variants of F , the extension of the polymorphic lambda calculus { system F { with subtyping introduced in CW85]. Unfortunately, F has the well-known de ciency that it does not provide so-called polymorphic record-updates, discussed in more detail below. These operations play an important role in some object models, notably in the existential object model introduced in PT94] .
One solution to this problem has been the introduction of richer systems for record types and operations on records, e.g. CM91] Car92] Zwa95]. But these systems are very expressive and (hence) rather complicated.
Another approach is taken in HP96], where subtyping is restricted to socalled positive subtyping. We go one step further and restrict this notion of positive subtyping to width-subtyping on record types, resulting in a system F width . The intended application of F width { like that of HP96] { is the existential object model of PT94]. Width-subtyping has several advantages over positive subtyping, notably the much simpler operational semantics and denotational PER semantics.
The syntax of F width is given in Section 2. The main challenge is to provide a semantics for F width , because the standard (PER) model construction for system F seems to rule out polymorphic record-updates. However, we show that it is possible to extend the standard PER model to interpret F width in Section 3. Section 4 gives a comparison with related work. We point out some possible extensions of the system in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6. The rest of this section discusses polymorphic record-updates, their relevance for modelling objects, why they cannot be typed using subtyping, and how they can be typed using width-subtyping.
Typing Polymorphic Record Updates
Polymorphic Record Updates. Because we are in a functional setting, updating a record means making a copy of a record with one or more of its elds changed. An example of a function that updates a record is a function have birthday that takes a record of type hage:Nat; name :Stringi as input and returns the record with its age-eld increased by 1. Similar functions exist of course for all record types that include such an age-eld, and we would like to be able to write a single generic or polymorphic function have birthday that can be applied to any record with an age-eld of type Nat. This requires a record-update that can be applied to records of many di erent types { viz. all record types with an age-eld of type Nat { which is known as a polymorphic record-update.
Polymorphic Updates and Objects. To understand the use for polymorphic updates for modelling objects, suppose that an object is modelled as a piece of state { a record of instance-variables { together with a collection of functions { the methods { that act on this state. For example, objects of a class AGE The Problem with Subtyping. The subtyping relation of F captures the notion of substitutivity: a type is a subtype of { written { if an expression of type can be used whenever an expression of type is required, without introducing type errors. Unfortunately, this notion of subtyping turns out to be too weak to type polymorphic updates such as the have birthday above. At rst sight one expects that a good type for have birthday would be 8 hage:Nati: ! . But this is not the case! The problem is that there may be subtypes of hage:Nati { for example hage:Eveni { for which increasing the age-eld of a term of type by 1 does not produce a result of type . The standard PER model of F does provide all subsets of IN as subtypes of Nat, which means that in this model 8 hage:Nati: ! has an identity function as its only element (see BL90]).
Width-Subtyping. Basically, the problem is that there are too many subtypes.
Subtyping includes not only so-called width-subtyping m n (width) Here x ranges over term-variables, over type-variables, and l over a countable set of labels. Free and bound variables are de ned as usual. Terms and types equal up to the names of bound variables and permutation of elds are identi ed. We assume that in hl 1 : 1 ; : : : ; l n : n i and hl 1 = M 1 ; : : : ; l n = M n i no label l i occurs twice. We write e=x]e 0 for the capture-free substitution of e for x in e 0 . M N is the reduction M 1 hl:
This case is proved in roughly the same way, now using Lemma 6.2.
For the other -reduction rules the substitution lemma (Lemma 7) is needed. u t Proof. Induction on the derivation of ?`M = N : , using the subject reduction property to deal with the -rules.
u t
Application to the Existential Object Model
In the existential object model of PT94] classes are polymorphic records of "pre-methods" that can be used either to create objects or to build sub-classes. The di culty in modelling F width is nding a suitable relation on pers to interpret width-subtyping. Width-subtyping is a "structural" subtype relation: the width-subtype of a record type is a record type. On the other hand, the interpretation of subtyping in the PER model for F BL90] is the "unstructured" subset relation on pers, which { as explained in the introduction { is precisely why it does not provide polymorphic updates. The interpretation of width-subtyping in the PER model is made possible by the fact that we can tell which pers are interpretations of record types.
De nition 11. A partial equivalence relation (per) is a relation that is symmetric and transitive. PER is the collection of partial equivalence relations over IN.
We write dom R for fn 2 IN j (n; n) 2 Rg and ; for the empty relation. De nition 12. We assume some enumeration of the partial recursive functions, and write n m for the application of the n th partial recursive function to m.
Application associates to the left. We write n m " for "n m is unde ned", and n m # for "n m is de ned". Whenever we write (E; E 0 ) 2 R or E 2 dom R for certain expressions E and E 0 , it is implicit that these expressions are de ned.
The Interpretation of Terms
The interpretation of terms is a simple extension of the interpretation of terms in the standard PER model. Records are interpreted as in BL90], i.e. as (indices of) partial recursive mappings from labels to values. Record updating is then easy to interpret, namely as the change of such a mapping for one of its inputs.
To reduce notational clutter, we assume that the set of labels is IN. A model could be given based on an arbitrary enumeration of the labels, but having natural numbers as labels saves us some irrelevant and confusing indexing of labels.
To interpret terms we rst erase all their type information:
De Before it can be proved that M] ] is de ned for well-typed terms M, we rst have to de ne the interpretation of types.
The Interpretation of Types Function types are interpreted as usual, and record types as in BL90]:
De nition 16. Let R; S 2 PER. Then R ! ! S 2 PER is de ned by R ! ! S = f(f; f 0 ) j 8r; r 0 : (r; r 0 ) 2 R ) (f r; f 0 r 0 ) 2 Sg: De nition 17. Let L IN and R l 2 PER for every l 2 L. Then hhl 7 ! R l j l 2 Lii 2 PER is de ned by hhl 7 ! R l j l 2 Lii = f(x; y) j 8l 2 L: (x l; y l) 2 R l g: We write hhl 1 7 ! R 1 ; : : : ; l n 7 ! R n ii for hhl i 7 ! R i j l i 2 fl 1 ; : : : ; l n gii. Note that hhl 1 7 ! R 1 ; : : : ; l n 7 ! R n ii = ; as soon as one of the R i is ;. To Here the restriction to decidable sets L is needed, namely to guarantee that such an index r 0 exists: for decidable L the de nition of r 0 above is partial recursive. Now r 0 2 dom R and r 0 l ", which contradicts R#l. 2. Let l 2 L. To prove: R l = R l .
( ): Suppose (n; n 0 ) 2 R l. Then there is an (r; r 0 ) 2 R such that r l = n and r 0 l = n 0 . Since R = hhl 1 7 ! R 1 ; : : : ; l n 7 ! R n ii it follows from (r; r 0 ) 2 R that (r l; r 0 l) 2 R l , i.e. (n; n 0 ) 2 R l . ( ): Suppose (n; n 0 ) 2 R l . To prove that (n; n 0 ) 2 R l we have to prove there exist some (s; s 0 ) 2 R such that s l = n and s 0 l = n 0 . Such s and s 0 are easy to construct: R 6 = ;, so there exists some (r; r 0 ) 2 R, and we can take s = rhhl 7 ! nii and s 0 = r 0 hhl 7 ! n 0 ii. u t Although the system described in CM91] is very expressive, it can not express width-subtyping or width-bounded quanti cations. In this system the polymorphic update have birthday will have type 8 hage:Nati: ! ? age + hage:Nati where ?l and +hl : i are the operations of removing and adding elds to record types. The bounded quanti cation in this type can not be restricted to those types for which ? age + hage:Nati will be equal to (i.e. to the widthsubtypes of hage:Nati).
The system F# presented in Zwa95] provides a "merge"-operation that can be used to concatenate a record to another record, overwriting any common elds, provided the records have "compatible" types. F width is a subsystem of F#: the update operation is a simple case of the merge operation, and widthsubtyping is a combination of ordinary subtyping and compatibility: widthsubtypes are exactly the compatible subtypes.
The notion of width-subtyping is also considered in BL94] but in quite a di erent setting, namely the lambda calculus with additional primitives for objects { so-called object calculus { introduced in FHM94]. Consequently, widthsubtyping is there not a relation on record types but a relation on special object types. AC95] describes another object calculus with a subtype relation on object types. But here the subtype relation is more general than just width-subtyping: annotation of the elds in object types controls whether depth-subtyping is allowed on each individual eld, so that both conventional subtyping and widthsubtyping are essentially special cases of this single subtype relation.
Comparison with Positive Subtyping
In HP96] another restriction of subtyping is used to deal with the updateoperations, namely positive subtyping. We write + for positive subtyping, and F pos for the extension of F with positive subtyping given in HP96]. Positive subtyping is a weaker relation than width-subtyping, i.e. v + . For + we have all the usual subtyping rules, with the exception of the contrapositive rule for function types. In particular, + includes both width-and depth-subtyping.
So, for example hl:hx; y:Natii + hl:hx:Natii. A consequence is a more general update-operation. E.g. a record M : hl:hx; y:Natii can be updated in its l-eld with N : hx:Nati, with as result a copy of M with the x-eld of its l-eld updated with the x-eld of N, but the y-eld of its l-eld unchanged. This is known as a recursive or deep update. There is a price for this more general update-operation: { Update-operations have to be annotated with more type information in F pos : the types of both M and N have to be supplied as explicit type parameters in Mhl:=Ni.
{ The notion of reduction in F pos is more limited than in F width . Whereas Mhl := Ni:l reduces to N in F width , in F pos they might not even be equal.
(E.g. consider the example above, where M : hl:hx; y:Natii and N : hx:Nati).
Reduction in F pos is a typed reduction, i.e. it depends on type information in terms, whereas reduction in F width { as in F { is an untyped reduction. { The PER model for F pos is more complicated than the one for F width . For F pos it is not possible to erase all type information from terms as a rst step when de ning the semantics of terms.
The more general notion of subtyping and a more general update-operation of F pos are not required to write classes in the sense of PT94]: all the examples of class de nitions given in HP96] are typable in F width , and all the equalities that are proved for these examples in HP96] also hold in F width . In fact, in F width all these equalities are simple -equalities.
The only serious disadvantage of F width compared to F pos is that because of the weakness of the subtyping relation { in particular the lack of congruence rules allowing for instance ! hl: ; m: i v ! hl: i { the property of minimal typing is lost. However, this property is regained when F width is extended with conventional subtyping, as discussed below.
Conclusions
We have presented a system F width that extends system F with a primitive for updating records and width-subtyping on record types. It provides the polymorphic record-updates needed for the class de nitions in the existential object model of PT94].
The combination of width-subtyping and a primitive operation for updating seems to be the easiest way to provide polymorphic record-updates. Intuitively width-subtyping and updating are very simple notions: the rules of F width are fairly obvious, the record-update has a very simple operational semantics (given by the reduction relation ), and a straightforward interpretation in the PER model. Decomposing record-updating into more primitive operations for eldremoval and record-extension, as in CM91], results in more expressive and complex systems than F width .
The main technical result is the PER model for F width . Key to this model construction is the important observation that it possible to tell which pers are interpretations of record types. This enables us to give an interpretation of width-subtyping { which is a restricted form of "structural" subtyping { without having to resort to the very syntactical model constructions like those sketched in CM91].
Width-subtyping is a restriction of positive subtyping introduced in HP96]. As discussed in Sect. 4.1, this restriction has several advantages, notably the simpler PER model and the simpler { and untyped { reduction relation giving an operational semantics.
